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Overview 

These notes outline the value and characteristics of Queensland’s s2m sector, policy and 
program drivers for changes in the sector, and the process, outcomes and evaluation of 
changes made. 

 

Value of s2m sector 

• R&D, innovation, vibrancy and risk taking 

• Main source of new work  

• Key provider of diversity 

• Vital contributor to regional arts 

• Vital to professional and career development 

• Effective collaborators 

• Cultural entrepreneurs 

 

Queensland s2m sector 

Analysis of 50 CIP annual reports 2001-05 revealed: 

• Many working within existing artform boundaries 

• Lack of investment in quality new works  

• Lack of diversity in programming 

• Capacity in regions variable 

• Lack of artist development incl. emerging artists 

• Limited investment in marketing and building demand 

• Too much emphasis on supply and content provision 

• Lack of entrepreneurship and collaboration 

• Lack of community and audience engagement 

• Poor governance and succession strategies 
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Drivers for change 

Policy Drivers 

• AQ restructure - new vision and direction  

• Queensland Arts Industry Sector Development Plan – shift in priorities 

• Treasury Review – maintain $s but better return on investment 

Program Drivers 

• Funding lockup – no new CIP entrants in previous four years   

• Inflexible funding – inability to respond to emerging opportunities or address gaps 

• Unsustainability – unable to support  50 triennial organisations with annual 
escalation  

 

Rationale for s2m program 

• Revitalise the small to medium sector 

• Respond to new opportunities & directions 

• Create greater funding flexibility 

• Address gaps and duplications 

• Create a balance within and across artforms, geographical locations and 
audiences & constituents 

• Create clear program entry and exit points 

 

Managing the change process 

Organisations 

• Consultation - through Sector Plan development process 

• Correspondence  - letters from Minister to funded organisations 

• Meetings - with CEOs and Chairs of funded  organisations, as well as new 
applicants, prior to closing date 

• Debrief post funding announcements 

• Support program for unsuccessful applicants 

Broader sector and community 

• New program launched and advertised – key messages emphasised 

• Key stakeholders briefed – Australia Council, other funding bodies 

• Communications strategy developed to accompany Ministerial  approval brief 

• Acknowledgement that large scale change takes time 
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s2m funding outcomes 

• $9.6m commitment to s2m sector maintained (highest nationally) 

• Split between funded organisations ($8.462m) and flexible pool of Industry 
Development Initiatives ($1m+) in 2008  

• 64 Applicants - 43 successful inc. 7 new  

• 21 triennial, 14 annual and 8 annual rolling in 2008  

• 4 new annual in 2009 

• Flexible pool focus - regional, Indigenous, diversity and support for independents  

 

Ongoing evaluation 

Organisational viability    Have we? 

• Funded for success  

• Rewarded quality & innovation 

• Encouraged new methods of program development & delivery 

• Balanced creativity with good management & governance 

• Balanced supply & demand driven production 

• Fostered creative entrepreneurialism 

Sector growth and renewal    Is it? 

• Responding to new program directions  

• Demonstrating diversity & collaboration 

• Capitalising on the state’s unique strengths 

• Focusing on areas of potential growth 

• Engaging audiences and communities in new ways 

• Enhancing the value of the arts to the community 

• Raising our profile nationally and internationally 

 


